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Rule 1. General Information
SECTION 1. THE GAME
STUNT is played by two teams who perform preset routines on the
playing field at the same time. These routines consist of varying skill levels of partner
stunts, pyramids, tosses, jumps, and tumbling. Routines and the skills used in the
routines will be developed by USA Cheer and published annually prior to the start of
the season. The purpose of each team is to score by executing the routine with fewer
errors than their opponent. Routines are selected, performed, and evaluated subject to
the rules outlined below.
Regulation consists of four quarters of play: 1) Partner Stunts, 2) Pyramids and Tosses, 3) Jumps and Tumbling, and 4) Team Routine.
Each of the first three quarters will consist of four rounds. Each round
will consist of one of seven available routines based on the category of the current
quarter. The routines are designed in a progression from easier to harder, with Routine
1 having the lowest degree of difficulty and Routine 6 or 7 (depending on college or
high school) having the highest degree of difficulty.
The 4th quarter (Team Routine) will consist of three rounds. Each round
will combine the routines of that level in one continuous routine in the following order: Partner Stunts, Jumps and Tumbling, and Pyramids and Tosses.
This rule book covers the standard STUNT game. All college STUNT
games are subject to these rules. STUNT games played by high school and younger
athletes are subject to additional restrictions or modifications based on their state or
club league. Be sure to review any state- or league-specific modifications.

SECTION 2. THE FIELD OF PLAY
(Refer to Appendix A)

A STUNT game can take place in a gym or arena capable of accommodating the STUNT game setup. A STUNT game is best viewed from one side, the
direction where the teams face when performing their routines. In a capacity situation,
seating on each side of the field of play is acceptable, but ample space must be given
for the designated team areas.
The field of play is a 54’ x 42’ area consisting of nine 6’ x 42’ carpet
bonded foam mats with a minimum thickness of 1 3/8”, connected with Velcro strips,
oriented so that the nine 6’ ends are facing the front of the playing area and officials.
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The center strip will be secured using white Velcro/tape to designate
the “neutral zone.” This area is only for use by the referee.
The four strips on each side of the neutral zone are the playing areas
for each team.
Each team playing area will have three hash marks along the left and
right boundary line, each made of 12” long Velcro strips or white athletic tape, each
placed at 10’ intervals from the front of the mat. This will leave a 12’ distance between
the last hash mark and the rear of the mat.
When looking at the mat from the spectator perspective, the home team
seating and playing area will be on the left side and the away team will be on the right.
On each side of the field of play will be a 6’ buffer space, then two to
three rows of chairs, with enough chairs to seat the team roster and coaches.
On the outside of each seating area will be a 6’ buffer space, then two
strips of 6’ x 42’ carpet bonded foam mats connected with Velcro strips, oriented in
the same direction as the main floor.
Optional: Water cooler stations may be placed on each team’s side.
The officials’ table will be placed in front of the field of play, centered
on the center neutral zone mat. The ideal location is at least thirty feet away, and
situated so that the officials are above the field of play, such as set up at a bleacher
table; however, this distance and height is not a requirement. There should be a reasonable buffer around the official’s table to avoid spectator interference and provide
privacy for the officials and scoresheets.
The buffer dimensions and sideline matting may be modified by
agreement of both coaches.
There can be no more than 4 coaches and 36 athletes on a team’s sideline. There is no restriction on athletic training staff. High school teams should
reference their league’s roster information.

SECTION 3. HOME TEAM DESIGNATION
Home team will have bench to the left side of the scoring officials table
(stage right).
Team hosting meet will always be the home team of games played at
their facility.
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During a tournament, if neither team playing is the host team, then
“home team” assignment will be assigned in advance, or as follows by the referee:
Based on previous game bench assignment (visitor of previous game would remain on “away” side.)
Coin toss between the coaches with team traveling furthest calling the coin toss.

SECTION 4. RESTRICTED AREAS
Coaches are restricted from standing directly in front of the field of
play during an active round. This restricted area consists of the space between the
edges of the outside mats extended forward to the bleachers.
There are three restricted areas of the playing field in STUNT; the front
of the mat, the referee’s mat, and the rear of the mat.
Coaches:
May not be in any of these restricted areas at any time during the game unless
directed by an official.
May not be on the mat unless acting as a designated spotter or unless directed by
an official.
Players:
May only be in the restricted area behind the mat when preparing to enter the mat
as a spotter or player in the upcoming section of the 4th quarter routine, or when
exiting their section of a 4th quarter routine.
May not be on the mat unless performing in the current routine or acting as a
spotter.
The team will receive one warning from the Floor Official for a restricted area violation. Further violations will result in a minor execution error for the
current routine or, if the violation is not during a routine, will be counted for the following routine.
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SECTION 5. EQUIPMENT/APPAREL
Team members should wear apparel that is appropriate for athletic
skills. For uniform specifications, see Appendix B.
Appropriate athletic footwear is required for all persons who take the
floor, including athletes, spotters, and coaches. Gymnastics slippers or similar footwear is prohibited.
Jewelry is prohibited for all for all athletes and spotters who take the
floor, as well as coaches when acting in the role of a spotter. Religious medals and
medical medals are not considered to be jewelry. A religious medal without a chain
must be taped and worn under the uniform. A medical alert medal must be taped and
may be visible.
Supports, braces and soft casts which are unaltered from the manufacturer’s original design/production do not require any additional padding. Hard casts
and supports/braces and supports/braces that have been altered from the manufacturer’s original design/production must be padded with a closed‐cell, slow‐recovery
foam padding no less than one‐half inch thick if the participant is involved in partner
stunts, pyramids or tosses. In accordance with current high school rules, at the high
school level a participant wearing a plaster cast or a walking boot must not be involved
in partner stunts, pyramids, tosses, or spotting.
Note: The institution’s medical staff is still responsible for first determining if the injured
player is medically cleared to participate with the protective equipment

Spotters should be in athletic wear or professional attire (team warmup, khakis and team polo, etc.). No sandals, cutoff shorts, etc.
Anyone acting as a spotter must be in apparel or wear a covering that
is noticeably different from the predominant color of the team’s uniform in order to
clearly identify them as spotters. For example, a navy jacket is not acceptable if the
team is wearing a predominantly navy uniform. Brightly colored mesh “pinnies” are
ideal.

SECTION 6. HOSTING EQUIPMENT
The hosting team will provide the following:
Matting for the field of play and sideline areas.
A sound system capable of playing the routine music loud enough for the teams
to hear clearly, as well as a sound system operator.
A scoreboard and scoreboard operator.
Water coolers or access to water.
An announcer (optional, but recommended.)
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Rule 2. Game Timeline
SECTION 1. PREGAME
Twenty minutes prior to the start of the game, each team will be given
fifteen minutes on their playing area to warm up skills. Teams may warm up on the
practice mats behind their bench area at any time during the game. No routine music
may be played during team warmups.
At five minutes prior to game time, referee will whistle the end of
warmups, the teams will return to their benches, and national anthem will be played.
The anthem will be played only during the first game of a tournament.
Following the anthem, the announcer will announce the coaches and
officials, as they and the captains (optional) meet at the center of the field for the coin
toss.
The home team will call the coin toss to determine possession, and representatives return to their bench to begin play.

SECTION 2. REGULATION
Upon the teams returning to their benches, the referee will call for the
routine number from the coach with possession.
The routine to be performed is selected by the team with possession.
Once a routine number has been chosen, that routine number cannot be
called again during the current quarter.
Teams will have twenty seconds to take the floor in their designated
positions. If a team has not taken the floor during this time, they may be assessed a
timeout by the referee. If a timeout is not available, the team will automatically forfeit
the round.
At the referee’s whistle, the routine’s music will begin. At the end of
the routine, teams should immediately return to their benches.
The Scoring Officials will determine the score, signal the score to the
Referee who relays the score to the teams and crowd, and the next round will commence.
There will be a two minute quarter break following the first and third
quarters.
There will be a ten minute halftime break following the second quarter.
Upon agreement of both coaches, this halftime break may be shortened to five
minutes.
The team with the most points at the end of regulation wins.
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Mercy Rule
If there is a mathematical impossibility of a change in the outcome of the game,
the “Mercy Rule” can end the game.
Examples: Score differential of 10 points to start first round of the 4th quarter; 7
points to start the second round, or 4 points to start the 3rd round.
This rule can be applied at the beginning of the 4th quarter.
The coach with the deficit will have the right to make the decision on whether to
continue the game.
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SECTION 3. OVERTIME
In the event of a tie at the end of regulation, the coaches will meet at
the center of the mat for a coin toss. The away team will call the coin toss to determine
possession of the first overtime period.
The winner of the coin toss will determine which quarter format will
be used for the 1st round in the overtime. All quarters, including the 4th quarter, may
be called in overtime.
Routine 1 from the chosen quarter will be performed by both teams.
Overtime rounds are performed and scored exactly as in regulation.
The team that wins the round is declared the winner of the game.
If the round results in a tie, possession alternates for the following
round. The team with possession will select which quarter format will be used. Routine 2 from the chosen quarter will be performed by both teams.
If there is still a tie, possession alternates, the quarter is selected, and
Routine 3 from the chosen quarter is performed.
If a winner is not determined after the third overtime, play defaults to
th
all 4 quarter routines until a winner is determined.
If overtime extends past seven rounds* without a winner, teams will
th
play the 4 quarter in ascending order (1 – 7) until there is a winner.
* Or the maximum number of routines for non-college games.
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Rule 3. Scoring
SECTION 1. STANDARD SCORING
Determining the winner of a round:
Scoring officials will determine the total number and degree of errors made by
each team:
Minor errors include, but are not limited to: bobble of a skill (balance check or
base(s) that take one step), missed or incorrect motions (includes kneeling, squat,
nugget positions, etc), off count from 8-count sheet (more than one count for tumbling), synchronization of skills/motions, technique issues that don’t involve a
level change of skill or fall, or one/two steps after landing tumbling/jump skills.
Major errors include, but are not limited to: Skill that lowers from intended height
(EX: Extended stunt lowers to prep level), Skill falls (pops down early, swept
cradle, lowers to ground, falls to ground under control, etc.), base(s) of skill move
two or more steps to keep balance, three or more steps after tumbling/jump skills,
modification of a skill, or an omission of a required skill.
One major error is the scoring equivalent of three minor errors.
Double Major errors: mistakes that compromise the safety of an athlete. One double major error is the scoring equivalent of two major errors (or six minor errors).
The team with the fewest deductions is declared the winner of the round. If each
team has the same number of deductions, the round ends in a tie. Example: The
Home Team has 1 major error and the Away Team has 3 minor errors; the result
is a tie.
Awarding Points
Quarters 1 through 3:
The round winner receives 1 point.
The round loser receives 0 points.
A tie round results in each team receiving 1 point.
Quarter 4:
Each “section” of the routine (Partner Stunts, Jumps & Tumbling, Pyramids &
Tosses) is scored individually using the same scoring as the first three quarters.
A team may score anywhere from 0 to 3 points.
Example: The Home Team wins the first section (1-0), the teams tie the second section (1-1), and the Away Team wins the third section (0-1). These
individual section scores would be added together to end with a score of 2-2
for the round.
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Overtime:
Overtime scoring is exactly the same as during regulation for the quarter selected
by the team with possession.
Boundary Violations:
A boundary violation is defined as an athlete touching any portion of the area
outside of the designated performance area.
Touching the white lines bordering the “neutral” area does NOT constitute a
boundary violation. The playing field includes the white boundary line.
Boundary violations are only charged if detected by the Scoring or Routine Officials. Referees may not call boundary violations.
Each boundary violation will result in a minor penalty.
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SECTION 2. SCORING FORFEITS
Quarters 1 through 3:
The forfeiting team receives 0 points.
The team with possession will perform the called routine.
The performing team will receive 1 point unless they have 5 or more total deduction points, in which case they will receive no points.
Examples:
- 5 or more minor deductions (at least 5 total deduction points)
- 1 major and 2 or more minor deductions (at least 5 total deduction points)
- 2 or more major deductions (at least 6 total deduction points)
Quarter 4:
Each forfeited section of the round will be scored separately, following the same
format as in Quarters 1 through 3.
If both teams forfeit, neither receives any points.
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Rule 4. Possession and Forfeits
SECTION 1. POSSESSION DURING REGULATION
The team with possession of a round will determine which of the available routines will be performed.
Coin Toss:
The referee will show the coin to both teams, flip it in the air, and allow it to land
on the floor.
The home team will call “heads” or “tails” while the coin is in the air.
The team that wins the toss may elect to start the first half with possession, or may
defer and choose to start the second half with possession.
Possession will be determined as follows. A team will have possession
for the current round if:
The opposing team had possession of the previous round, and there was a forfeit
by any team.
They won the previous round (and no forfeit was taken).
The previous round ended in a tie, in which case possession switches from the
other team.
Exceptions:
At the beginning of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter, the team with the lowest game
score has possession of the first round.
If there is a tie in the game score to begin these quarters, possession alternates
from the team with possession of the previous round (the last played round of
the previous quarter.)
If the team that won the opening coin toss deferred to the second half, then
they will have possession to start the second half. Note that if the team that
won the opening coin toss accepts possession to start the game, the 3rd quarter
possession does NOT default to the other team; it follows the standard possession rules above.

SECTION 2. POSSESSION DURING OVERTIME
The team that wins the overtime coin toss will have possession of the
first round of overtime.
For each successive round of overtime, possession will alternate teams.

SECTION 3. ROUTINE FORFEITS
Following the routine call during any round, the opposing team may
forfeit the round. This is done by the coach signaling to the referee with the forearms
crossed in front of the chest to form an “X”.
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Once a forfeit is called, the opposing team may take the floor with the
opportunity to win the point using the forfeit scoring rules.
Self-forfeit: In the event that a team with possession does not have a
routine remaining that they can perform, they can call a routine and immediately forfeit. The other team may take the floor with the opportunity to win the point using the
forfeit rules.
Double Forfeit: In the event that a team self-forfeits and the other team
cannot perform the routine, they may also forfeit.
If either or both teams forfeit, possession switches to the team that did
not have possession at the beginning of the round.
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Rule 5. Procedural Issues
SECTION 1. TIMEOUTS
Each team will have three 60-second timeouts per regulation game.
Each team will have one 60-second timeout for every seven rounds of
overtime.
Timeouts do not carry over from the game to overtime, or from one
seven-round overtime segment to the next.
The signal for a timeout is the hands in front of the chest forming a “T”.
A timeout may be called by a coach or athlete, and must be called prior to the referee’s
whistle to start the routines.
During a timeout, teams may only perform skills on their sideline mats.
No skills can take place on the main floor unless sideline mats are unavailable.
The referee will blow the whistle to indicate the beginning and end of
a timeout.
Following the end of a timeout, teams will have the standard twenty
seconds to take the floor and continue the game.
Following a timeout that occurs after a routine call, the team with possession may signal to call a new routine number.

SECTION 2. COACH’S CHALLENGE
The Coach’s Challenge is only available where replay ability is available.
Each team has one challenge per half. They do not carry over.
A challenge must be called before the whistle to begin play or the announcement that ends the quarter/half or the game.
A team must have a timeout available to challenge a result.
If the original result is overturned, the team will not lose a timeout but
will have used their challenge.
If the original result is upheld, the team loses a timeout and their challenge.
The coach will identify the specific reason for the challenge request.
The officials will review both teams’ entire routines regardless of reason for challenge being requested.
Reason for challenge and results will be announced to facility.
There are NO challenges in overtime.
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SECTION 3. MUSIC MALFUNCTION
If there is a music malfunction during any round, including in the 4th
quarter, both teams will be required to perform again from the beginning of the routine.
All skills must be performed from the beginning of the routine. Any
skipped or modified skills will be counted as a deduction.
Any technique/synch errors during the repeated performance up to the
point of malfunction will be ignored. Scoring will resume from the point of the malfunction.

SECTION 4. TECHNICAL FOULS
If in the opinion of the Referee, a coach or player is displaying conduct
that is not representative of USA Cheer, the Referee may give the coach/player a verbal warning.
A subsequent instance or continuous behavior in the same instance following this warning will result in a technical foul and the awarding of one point to the
opposing team.
A third instance or continuous behavior following a technical foul will
result in the addition of one point to the opposing team, and the ejection of the guilty
coach/player from the game.
A coach/player who is ejected from a game must remove her or himself
from the entire venue. All ejections will be reviewed by the USA Cheer STUNT
Officials Committee for possible further action which may include future game suspensions or disqualification from post-season play.

SECTION 5. SPOTTING
USA Cheer does not provide spotters.
Teams may provide spotters during any round. Spotters are there only
to protect an athlete.
The presence of spotters will not be considered in determining the
score.
If a spotter becomes involved in a skill, it will be considered a major
deduction.
Note: For spotter apparel restrictions, read Rule 1, Section 5.
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SECTION 6. INJURY
The referee, scoring officials, head coach, or athlete all have the right
to stop a performance due to an obvious injury.
If play is stopped due to an injury in the first three quarters,
The round is over and will not be repeated.
If injury occurs because of a deductible execution (Ex: stunt falls), that deduction
will be included in the scoring of the round.
An automatic major deduction will also be assessed to the team with the injury,
regardless of the number of injuries.
After any injury(s) are addressed, the score is announced and the game continues.
If play is stopped due to an injury in the 4th quarter,
The segment the injury occurred in is scored with same system as above (the segment is not replayed).
After any injury is addressed, there will be a two-minute timeout for substitutions
to prepare for remaining segment(s).
The injured athlete(s) cannot participate in the completion of this round.
The team with the injury can signal they are ready prior to the two-minute timeout
ending.
The team with the injury can use any available timeout if they need additional
time or they can forfeit.
If they choose to continue, the teams will set up on sideline, music will play from
beginning and teams will come onto floor for any segment(s) left to perform following the same format as for music malfunctions.

SECTION 7. ISSUES NOT SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED
USA Cheer onsite officials have the discretion to make decisions on
situations that are not specifically addressed in the current Rule Book. USA Cheer
will make every effort to implement rules and policies that are in the best interest of
the sport.
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Rule 6. Appendices
Appendix A: Field of Play
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Appendix B: Uniform Specifications
The following uniform specifications are strongly recommended, but not required for play at this time. Adhering to these uniform specifications will help ensure teams are in compliance once they transition to
being a requirement. High school teams should review with their state requirements.

A. JERSEY




All players on a team shall wear jerseys of the
same color and design.
Jersey may be either sleeveless, short sleeve,
or long sleeve.
Side inserts may be contrasting school colors.

B. SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION



All jerseys shall have an identifying name,
abbreviation, official school logo, or mascot.
School identification must be visible.

C. NUMBERS







Numbers shall be placed on the front and the
back of the jersey.
Numbers on the front of the jersey shall be a
minimum of 4 inches in height and visible.
Numbers on the back of the jersey shall be a
minimum of 6 inches in height, and visible.
Duplicate numbers are not permitted to be
worn by members of the same team.
A roster may include a 0 or 00, but not both.
Numbers shall be a color that contrasts with
the jersey color, and may be bordered by no
more than ½ inch border of any color(s).

D. SPANDEX/COMPRESSION
SHORTS


All players on a team shall wear spandex/compression shorts of the same color and
design.

E. MANUFACTURER’S LOGO
INFORMATION


Institutional official uniform and all other
items of apparel shall bear only a single
manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark, not to exceed 2 ¼ square
inches in area There may not be more than
one manufacturer’s logo/trademark on the
outside of each item.
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